MarvelScan
MarvelScan, the first Tracker-free and marker-free portable scanning

solution in the world, is a breakthrough product to change the working
method of portable 3D laser scanner with faster scanning efficiency.

Thanks to the unique Inside-Out monocular positioning technology,

Blue Laser Technology

sticker markers at all. Compared to other optical tracking scanning

around scanner or an optical tracker at all, which improves portability
and simplify the calibration procedure dramatically.

To feature more details scanning and
wonderful adaptability

Features
MarvelScan is the first blue laser 3D scanner in the world integrating

three cameras at the same time, and two of them for scanning and the
third one is for Inside-Out monocular positioning.

Inside-Out Monocular
Positioning Technology

22 blue laser lines for standard mode,
scanning speed up to 1,350,000
measurements/s

No need to place sticker marker on part

regardless of standard scanning, ultra-fine

scanning or hole flash capture technology,
which is true “Plug & Scan”product

Independent Built-in
Photogrammetry

It adopts blue LED light source to equip on

photogrammetry system which increase the
accuracy for scan data dramatically

Ultra Fine Scanning Mode

Independent Photogrammetry

Bicular Scanning Cameras

Marker-Free

Faster Scanning Speed

No need to place sticker markers on part at all
To ensure higher accuracy

Smart Reverse-positioning Blue
Laser 3D Scanner

Advantage

during the whole scanning procedure, operator does not need to place
system, MarvelScan does not require the rigid structure with markers

First Tracker-Free & Marker-Free Portable Scanning Solution in the World

Extra 5 parallel blue laser lines feature more
details

Portable CMM
To support portable CMM to secure higher
accuracy inspection

To collect high quality scan
data with high efficiency

MarvelScan is the true “Plug & Scan” system thanks to its reverse-

positioning technology, which can be realized in a pre-calibrated room
or portable panel where to place markers.
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Hole Flash Capture
To capture hole coordination and hole center
in second

Versatile & flexible
Dural scanning modes for more applications
flexibly
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MarvelScan Galaxy
Automated Integration 3D Scanning Solution

More efficient & easier complete turnkey solution for automated quality control

Introduction
MarvelScan Galaxy automated integration 3D scanning system is an innovative work of ZG Technology Co., Ltd.. The

system integrates the MarvelScan smart reverse-positioning blue laser 3D scanner, robot, control software, and intelligent
inspection software, which can be connected to various quality control processes.

Under certain scenarios, there is no need to repeatedly place markers on the surface of parts, and no tracker is required,

which greatly simplifies the scanning operation process and significantly improves production efficiency. It is especially
suitable for automated smart mass production with more convenient, efficient and cost-saving quality control solutions.
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Advantage

No need to place markers on the surface of parts

In the pre-calibrated bay of MarvelScan Galaxy, MarvelScan can scan any parts directly without
placing any markers thanks to our monocular camera smart reverse-positioning technology.
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Features
Seamless Integration Quick Installation

Easy Operation Automated Inspection

It can be integrated seamlessly with various

One-key start, automated inspection and report

which can greatly improve the efficiency of quality

in workshop without professional metrology-

production processes with automated solution,

generation, It can be easily operated by person

inspection with the features of tracker free, marker
free and quick installation.

High Efficiency Great Adaptability

knowledge background.

Rich Configurations Application

It improves measurement accuracy dramatically

A variety of robot models are available to meet

accuracy reach up to 0.01mm under fine-details

exportation and widely compatible with popular

with its Independent photogrammetry. The

the different requirements; One-click scan data

scanning mode; It can support dual scanning

3D softwares in the market.

mode-with markers and marker-free.

System Package
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Robot

MarvelScan

Pre-Calibrated Bay

Scanning Module

Inspection Module

Automation Module
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